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For Militarv Victory' to MPLA Against U.S./South Africa-Led Attack!

Imperialist -Led Forces on the
Run in Angola
JANCARY 17-AstheOrganizationof
African Unity (OAU) abandoned its
fruitless attempt to reach an "African
consensus" on _Angola. the Sovietbacked People's Movement for the
Liberation of Angola (M PLA) scored
major successes on the battlefield
against its imperialist-led opponents.
The diplomatic victory which the
OA U stalemate represented for the antiSoviet axis of the U.S .. South Africa
and China was rendered hollow when
CIA Portuguese mercenary-led forces
of the ~ational Front for the Liberation
of Angola (FNLA) collapsed before an
!'v1PLA drive northward toward the
border' with Zai're (the ex-Belgian
Congo). F:\iLA troops are reportedly
taking lew casualties hut arc instead
f\eei:1g in terror before barrages fired by
Cuban soldiers from Russian T-34tanks
and rocket launchers. Almost simultane(lush in eastern Angola. the South
African army and '\ational Lnion for
the Total Independence of Angola
( l; '\ 11'\) were forccd t () \\ it hd ra \\ in t 0
the central highlands.
The internationalization of the conflict is apparent in every aspe·ct. On the
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M PLA side. several thousand Cuban
troops are not only spearhead ing attack
columns but the armed forces of the
Luanda-based "People's Republic" are
reportedly being restructured around
teams of Cuban soldiers and officers.
On the opposing side. according to a
dispatch of the Russian press agency
Tass. the South Africans "who invaded
Angola under the flag of the groups
F'\LA and U:\iITA, at the present time
are in fact acting independently and
control all the seized military objectives" (Pra\'(ia. 4 January).
Setting the stage for a Tonkin Gulfstyle incident prior to the OAU summit.
the Ford administration tried to whip
up anti-Soviet hysteria by floating
stories that Rus~ian v-.arships \\erc
steaming toward Angola. This supposed
"flotilla" reportedly consisted of one
destroyer. a landing craft and an oiler
"steaming slowly" off Gabon. Further
headlines were generated by the announcement that a So\iet cruiser was
off Morocco. comeniently neglecting to
mention that !'v1orocco is over 5.000
miles away from Angola! Presidential
press secretary Ron "essen hypocritically wailed that this constituted "further evidence of a continuing Soviet
invohement in an area where they have
no legitimate interests."
While the C.S. media quickly fell into
step with the government's propaganda
blitz. ignored was a report in the
London Ohsen'er of 11 January that
Aillericall warships were headed for
Angola. "South African and United
States military Imol\Cment in the
Angolan war is far greater than reali7ed." it wrote. "A secret report prepared for a reputable international
organization" said that an American
naval task force led by the aircraft
carrier Independence was dispatched
"on full alert" to the Angolan coast in
mid-December. The InciefJClu/encc carries 90 F-4 Phantom jets and is armed
with "several hundred tons of napalm.
Sidewinder missiles and anti-personnel
fragmentation bombs in pods." Independent il1\estigation by the Ohsenw
confirmed details of the report and
contradicted the Pentagon's heated
denials.
The article also said that U.S. cargo
planes have assumed a direct role in the
war by parachuting supplies to the
South African troop columns and thai
U.S. spotter planes are flying missions
from southern Zai"re to pinpoint M PLA
movements. Drawing the obvious conclusions. this liberal establishment
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Troops of the People's Movement for the Liberation of Angola (MPLA).
ne\\ spa per wrote: "While the Americans
ha\e been accusing the SO\iet Union of
escalating the war. Washington. in fact.
took the first step."
Commenting on Americanmanufactured rumors of an imminent
pull-out of white supremacist South
Africa's forces. the Oh.lerl'er noted:
"As the On!ani/ation of African Lnit\
summit me~ts in the Ethiopian capitaL
Addis Ababa. this \\eckend. it i, being
unllfficialh ,uggestcd in both Lusaka
and Washington that South Africa
intc'nds to \\ithdraw its troop,. A figure
01 1.000 soldier, and 100 armoured
\ chicles
has
been
specifically
mentioned.
"But. according to the report. this
\\ould still !c;1\e them \\ith bct\\cen
.\.000 and 5.000 troops and about 500
armoured vehicles inside Angola."

The South African Connection
The cold split over Angola which
deadlocked the OAU summit conference should lay to rest the bourgeois
nationalist myth of a Pan-African unity
transcending class and state di\'isions.
From the opening confrontation between Samora Machel (president of
Mozambique) and Leopold Senghor
(president of Senegal) to the all-night
session in which the conference ended.
the promises of a ",dynamic com pro-

mise" between supporters of the !'v1 PLA
and the anti-Soviet bloc prO\ed illusory.
\Vhile former guerrilla leader Maehcl
denounced "those traitors who had
opened the door to South Africa."
Senghor. the theorist of "negritude."
railed against M PI ,A backers who
"think like Europeans."
By January 9. opening day of the
parley. 22 of the 46 OAU members had
recognized the bourgeois nationalist
MPLA regime as the legitimate gO\ernment of Angola. \\hile none had
recogni/ed the rival F:\ LA U:\ ITA
regime, Thus. the ability of the antiSoviet cabal to block official OA L
recognition of the M PLA or even a
condemnation of the South African
military invasion represented a relative
success for the imperialist diplomacy of
the United States and South Africa.
In
particular.
South
Africa
demonstrated its ability to deflect the
broad opprobrium generated by its
apartheid policies and to wield its
growing network of economic and
political ties with black Africa as an
effective voting bloc within the OAU.
The j,Vashington Post. strikebreaking
mouthpiece for the liberal imperialist
bourgeoisie. noted \\ith e\ident satisfaccOlltillued
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~Letters~~~~~~~~
Revolutionary Defense
Policy
10 January 1976
To the Editor:
The consistency of the Spartaeist
League in upholding the revolutionary
line in its fifteen year history as a
tendency must be apparent to any
student who compares the record of the
SL with the unprincipled 7ig7ags of its
opportunist competitors in the left ....
Recent articles concerning the question of defense of defendants in prosecutions arising from acts which, for
Marxists, arc themselves indefen~ible
instances of terrorism, arc somewhat
confusing to me, hCl\\ever. First a rather
comprehensive critique
of pettybourgeois and lumpen fren/Y and their
products was presented in WI" '\los. 7S
and gO, but concrete demands relating
to those outside the left who arc indicted
as a result of their actual or alleged
imolvement in violent acts which do not
represent intended blows against symbols of oppression arc sparse: they must
be inferred from discussions of upholding the bourgeois democratic right to a
"fair trial" (,,'Patty' Hearst should get
her legal rights .... ") and of the distinctions between Wendy Yoshimura's case
and those of the SLA gangsters,
Squeaky and Sally Moore. Then, in an
article whose brevity is uncharacteristic
of Jt'Vs thorough standard (No. 90),
there is a call for freedom for Squeaky
and Sally (whose actions are again
stated to be "indefensible" "from a
working-clas~ standpoint"), apparently
based (I) on their mental illnesses and
(2) the crimes of their target. Ford. This
post-conviction demand is based on no
information which was not available at
the time "The Politics of Cra7Y" was
written~ indeed, both factors mentioned

abme were discussed at length in the
earlier article. Perhaps significantly,
neither defendant was framed in any
meaningful sense. (I assume the purport
of "Free Squeaky," etc. was not merely
to quarrel with the legal definition of
mental infirmity, in addition to responding to Ford's actions.)
In two SL! SYL forums a few weeks
ago, the SL's positions on the Sl.A and
the Livernois Five case were persuasively raised in answer to the enthusiasm for
petty-bourgeois and lumpen violence
exhibited by the RSL. If other readers
share my unclarity in regard to the
articles cited above and the timing of the
piece on the Livernois case, the welcome
disintegration of the petty-bourgeois
radical RSL could be slowed slightly by
polemical exploitation of what may be
incompletely integrated statements in

WV
The related phenomena of racist
mobili/ation, deprcssion and cop bonapartism create the prospect of ghetto
upheavals (as well as mindless middle
class violence). This entails the possibility of. for instance, isolated attacks by
black youths against white bystanders in
situations where there is little or no
doubt that the suspects committed the
acts, there is no cop dragnet and no
frame-up (in the sense of violation of
bourgeois rules of due process). Unless
this is an inherently impossible state of
affairs, it appears to be one for which no
position can be inferred from the
formulations developed in WV. Recourse to arguments based on the
general illegitimacy of the capitalist
legal system seems to lead to the
incorrect conclusion that all prisoners
(or all black prisoners) are "political
prisoners," vitiating the distinction
between defensible and indefensible
acts, between those within and without
the workers movement.
The Spartacist League and the

mentioned in the statute but rather the
select category of people it applies to
which lends it its undemocratic character; the proletariat in power will be
considerably less inclined to tolerate
indiscriminate assault and murder than
is the bourgeoisie at present. Thus, while
the statute should certainly be opposed,
it docs not in and of itself justify in
principle the demand that Moore and
Fromme be released. You also mention
the evident psychological instability of
both defendants. Again, however, while
you might call for an independently
constituted panel of psychologists to
determine their mental competency,
their erratic behavior is hardly grounds
for demanding that they be freed, i.e ..
put back on the street, to gun down,
perhaps, somebody who once looked
cross-e\'ed at Charles Manson.
"We ha\'e no interest." you remark,
"in seeing 'Sljucaky' and 'Sally' runished lor their bi;arre and pointless acts
directed against imperialist chief Ford."
Granted. But do you, as a spokesman
for the interests of the proletariat. have
either a class or a democratic basis for
demanding their release? I don't think
so. Your position on this issue, at the
very least, needs to be clarified.

Partisan Defense Committce have
unparalleled records of anti-sectarian
defense of vietimi/ed leftists. I write in
the hope that discussion of these issues
will deepen appreciation of. and involvement in, the indispensible efforts in
behalf of freedom for Philip Allen, the
l.ivernois Five and other victims of
capitalist injustice.
Comradely,
L. T.

Free Squeaky ISally?
Editor,

Workers VanKuard
I fail to sec now you can assert in WV
90 with reference to Lynette
Fromme and Sara Jane Moore that,
"They arc not. from a working-class
~tandpoint. defensible cases," and yet in
the same article demand. "Free Squeaky, Sally!" To raise this demand cannot
but amount concretely to a defense of
these individuals.
On what basis? In the article you take
note of the undemocratic character of
the 1965 law requiring penalties of
abnormal severity for attacks against
the president. Ho\\'ever it is important
to remember that it is not the crimes
]\0.

l\. H.

WV replies: What was at stake in the
sentencing of Lynette ("Squeaky")
Fromme and Sara ("Sally") Moore was
amply re-c1arified by the judges who
handed down terms of life imprisonment. In sentencing Moore, Judge
Conti this week took the opportunity to
beat the drums for capital punishment
in "this permissive society" "calloused to
crime and violence" ( /Vel\' York Times,
16 January). In sentencing Fromme,
Judge McBride made the bourgeoisie's

motivation equally explicit: "had John
Kennedy ... been allowed to live ... rather than being assassinated, he could
have accomplished more for all mankind than all the terrorists in the history
of the world."
Like capitalism's judges, WV sees the
issue of criminality in class terms. For
the American bourgeoisie, disrensing
imperialist "justice" over the empire, the
protection of an imperial presidency is
important. Kennedy's "accomplish-

Editorial Notes
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Yes, Castro
Mourned Franco
During a Decembcr 14 forum on
Portugal held at the San Francisco
oflices of the Communist Party, a
spokcsman for the Spartacist League
caused the sponsors considerable embarrassment by asking a series of
questions they were unable to answer.
"Isn't it true." she asked, "that the
pcople who arc today talking about
alliance \\ ith the M FA [Portuguese
Armed Forces Movement] arc the same
ones who were telling us about Chile's
'peaceful road to socialism")"
But the SL supporter stopped the
shm\ completely \\ hen she asked the CP
s[leaker. Spanish Ci\ il War \eteran
Archie Brown. "Do \ou condone the
three days of mourning declared by the
Cuban go\ernment on the occasion of
the death of Franco'!" Aftcr a moment
of stunned silence, punctuated by
audible gasps of disbelief from the
audience, one of the local Stalinist hacks
:elled out that the charge of Cuban
homage to the Spanish dictator was a lie
and a slander.
The Spartacist supporter replied that
we had already documented Castro's
scandalous action (in our article "For a
Workers Republic in Spain!" WV, ]\0.
'gg, 5 December 1975). There we referred
to the Barcelona newspaper VanKuardia
Espaiiula
(q uoted in "~/()rlllal ions
OU'Tiere.l, 27 ]\O\ember 4 December)

2

which reported that. in addition to the
official mourning, Cuban president
Osvaldo Dorticos had sent condolences
to Spain and foreign minister Raul Roa
\ isited the Spanish embassy in Havana,
where he reportedly recogni/cd "the
political and human \alues of General
Franco." Upholding our reputation for
scrupulous honesty, the S1. speaker
promised lurther proof to back up our
accusation.
Substantiation for the charge is not
hard to find, since the Cuban action has
acutely diseomfitted the French Communist Party (PCF), which for the past
40 years has had close tics to the Spanish
Communist Party and many of whose
older members· activelv 'aided the
Rerublican side in the Civil War. When
the gO\ernment of Valery Giseard
d'Estaing ordercd the French tricolor to
be displayed at half-mast on ministries
"'member
to mark the death of
Franco. the PCF countered by !lying the
national !lag and the nag of the Spanish
republic at full mast from to\\n halb
where it controls the local government.
Two days later, PCF leader Georges
Marchais began his speech at a Pari~
rally 01 solidarity with the Spanish
people by critici/ing the gmernment\
of Ii cia I commemoration of Franco's
death. "Giscard d'Estaing is in mourning. Pinochet is in mourning," he said.
At the ]\O\ember 26 session of the
l\ational Assembly, Communist Party
deputy Fran<;ois Billoux arose to ask.
"Isn't it indicati\e of government
policies that the armed forces minister

n

"Cuban
flags were
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half mast."
-Le Monde,
28 November 1975
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was designated to render homage to the
traitorous general who. with the aid of
Hitler and \1ussolini, assassinated the
Spanish Republic')" Giscard's foreign
minister. .Jean SaU\agnargue.,. answered that it \\as just a ljuestion of
"international rules of courtes\." But he
thre\\ in a blockbuster that silenced the
PCF legislators: "Fidel Castro had
Cuban !lags I(mered to half-mast for
three days follO\\ ing the death of
General Franco" (re .Hofl(le. 2X
l\O\ember).
We wholeheartedly agree \Iith BiIloux that the official mourning for
Franco is ind icati\e of the anti-work ingclass policies of the French gO\crnment.
But Castro's I(l\\ering of Cuban nags
(and \>1ao's dispatch of a funeral wreath
to the Spanish embassy in Peking) are
e\en more indicative of the profound
cynicism of Stalinist bureaucracies, for
w hom Franco's cold-blooded murder of
hundreds of thousands of proletarian
lighters during and after the Spanish

Ci\ il \\'ar means nothing. It is indicati\e
of the policies of Stalin himself. who
strangled the Sranish republic by
blocking re\ olutionary struggle and
e\en refusing to deli\er adeljuatc guns
and ammunition lest this should upset
the "democratic" imperialists.
De..,pite his Iceble protest against
official mourning for Franco. Billoux
kno\\s the,e treacherous policies \\ell.
In fact. the "Communist" parliamentarian's main elaim to fame was another
em[lty gesture almost 30 years ago. As
the '\ational Assemblv rose to salute the
French expeditionary corps then being
sent to Indochina to suppress an
independence struggle led by Ho Chi
r\1inh, PCF deputies remained in their
scats. But the chair Billoux was sitting in
was that of de/i'll.Ic mini.ller of the
gCl\ernment \\ hich sent the troops to
Vietnam! While a\idly pursuing narrow
national interests, the Stalinists are
united in their common opposition to
proletarian internationalism .•

WORKERS VANGUARD

,

Doctors Strike
in Southern
California
Lynette Fromme

UPI

ments for all mankind" included. for
instance. the P.lioenix program of
torture and assassination which~
according to CIA director William
Colby. then head of the program in
Vietnam--killed 20,500 people. This
secret project was initiated by an
imperial presidency. accountable to
nobody.
The Bay of Pigs and the attempted
assassination of Fidel Castro utilizing
the servies of mafiosi. provide only a
whiff of the charnel house that Kennedy
"accomplished." Such international
license to kill requires special legal
sanctification. The punitive sentences
dealt out to Fromme and Moore have as
their central purpose to buttress the
inviolability of the presidency. The law
providing barbarously long imprisonment for attempted presidential assassinations is part of the fierce requisites of
an imperialism which needs a presidential office free from even the tokens of
public restraint.
In this sense the bourgeoisie also has
its slogan: "Jail Squeaky. Sally--Free
Gerald Ford!" ... i.e .. free the ruling
class' chief executive to continue covert
aid and training for a bloody imperialist
power play in Angola. to "destabilize"
Portugal in the manner of Chile. to
assassinate abroad and at home. WV
wants. not simply to undercut. but to
attack at its core the structural bonapartism exemplified in a law which
imprisons for life any who attempt to
threaten the imperial office.
Both letter writers are troubled by the
fact that WV recognizes that neither
Fromme and Moore nor their actions
are defensible from a working-class
standpoint. yet calls for their release.
We call for their release on these charges
which are inseparable from the issue of
imperialism's blank check for its number one enforcer. From the point of view
of those who endured the secret terror
bombing of Southeast Asia. it is simply
not a crime to point a pistol at the
world's chief terror bomber.
This does not mean that Moore and
Fromme can be considered as primarily
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politically motivated in their ineffectual
acts against Ford. Still less does it make
them part of the left. Nor does it imply
that they are not dangerous to the
workers movement. But we must insist
that Sara Moore was not charged with
being an FBI informer; neither was
Lynette Fromme charged with administering the murderous work of a gang of
indiscriminate butchers or aiding fascists in prison. The disposition of these
charges against the "weird sisters"
awaits the justice of a workers' tribunal.
But in the present case Fromme and
Moore are the victims of legal bona partism; they should be released.
N. H. writes that we might call for an
"independently constituted panel of
psychologists" rather than demand the
release of "Squeaky" and "Sally." But it
is one thing to recognize that the two
defendants are "mental cases" and quite
another to call on the bourgeois state to
take them out of their chains and put
them in straitjackets. Bourgeois society
creates "crazies." but the bourgeois state
does not protect society from the
"crazies" it has created_ Humane treatment for the mentally disturbed will be a
responsibility of the proletarian state
which wili arise from the shattering of
capitalism. The "politics of crazy" which
define the actions of Fromme and
Moore are in no way defensible. We are
for freeing them in this case. not because
of their politics of crazy but despite
them.
L. T.'s letter brings up "isolated
attacks by black youth against white
bystanders" in the context of ghetto
upheavals and asks what our policy
would be "where there is ... no doubt
that the suspects committed the acts."
He also questions our call for release of
the Livernois Five in Detroit. But we
would not have called for their relase if
"there was no doubt" that they were
guilty of the act they are accused of: the
brutal murder of an innocent white
worker. Instead. we would simply call
for them to get their full democratic
rights. From the perspective of the
working class. there was a criminal act
committed in Detroit when a passing
white motorist was murdered.
But assaults on the imperialist executive are not in the same category. The
president of the United States is in no
sense an innocent bystander! Even
though they were not fundamentally
politically motivated. the acts with
which Fromme and Moore were
charged were not criminal. "Free Squeaky. Sally Jail Gerald Ford!".
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LOS A:\GELES. January 16
Responding to a staggering increase in
malpractice insurance rates. southern
California doctors embarked on a
slowdown strike January I. While
emergency service is still being provided. bolstered bv countv facilities and
public hospitals ~hich c~rry their own
insurance. the strike has resulted in a
sharp reduction of medical services.
Almost no elective non-emergency
surgery is being performed. while
emergency rooms at the UCLA Medical
Center and Santa Monica Hospital
report three- and four-hour waiting
lines. Already spreading outward from
Los Angeles County and San Fernando
Valley. the strike could spill into
northern California when Travelers
Insurance. the state's largest malpractice carrier. increases premiums there
February I.
The strike was precipitated by Tra velers. which covers 9.500 of the area's
12.000 doctors. with its December
announcement of a whopping 4H6
percent rate increase. This would have
pushed premiums up to an average of
$12.000. with specialists in high-risk
fields (orthopedists. neurosurgeons.
anesthesiologists) paying as much as
$36.000 a year! A howl of doctor protest
began. On December 17 the state
insurance commissioner stepped in.
reducing the maximum hike to a "mere"
327 percent. a decision Travelers is
appealing in the courts. Understandably
unimpressed. the doctors escalated their
protests from December's sporadic
slowdowns into the January strike.
Exorhitant malpractice insurance
rates arc a reOection of the sharp upturn
in the number of claims being pressed
(more than 20.000 a year) and the
increasing numher of these claims being
won. This. in turn. is the result of a
horrifying amount of surgical butchery.
neglect and simply quackery that goes
on in U.S. hospitals - and increased
awareness on the part of patients that
they do not have to meekly submit to
medical malfeasance. But the drying up
of a large volume of lawyer revenues
with the introduction of "no fault" auto
insurance laws in several states and
stock market losses taken hy various
insurance companies have also fed the
malpractice fire.
The working class has at least a
defensive interest in supporting the
doctors' fight against the rapacious
insurance companies. The skyrocketing
malpractice
insurance
bill-which
leaped from $61 million in 1960 to an
estimated $1 billion nationally in 1975
(I,os Angeles Times. I January) is
passed on to working people in the form
of higher physicians' and hospital fees.
in turn reOected in increased medical
insurance rates. The insurance magnates. hemoaning a claimed $400
million loss in the last 15 yea rs have
jacked up their rates so high already that
they now reportedly take in $4 for every
$1 paid out in claims (NeIF York Times.
16 January).
Lahor has no interest in lining these
corporate coffers. It should hack the
doctors against the insurance monopolies. as LA. hospital workers SEI U
Local 339 has done despite the fact that
almost a fifth of its membership has
heen hit hy resulting layoffs. and
thousands more arc heing put on short
workweeks. At the same time working

people arc. with good reason. hardly
inclined to give credence to the doctors'
pious elaims of acting in the "puhlic
interests." Physicians are one of the
hettcr-heeled sections of the petty
hourgeoisie. and are certainly far more
interested in their own hulging wallets
than in the high cost of healing.
The doctors' proclaimed concern for
the general welfare was rendered hollow
hy their response to a tentative legislative solution proposed hy California
governor Brown and his deputy secretary of health and welfare. Robert
Gnai/da. In exchange for establishing a
state-run insurance pool which would
cost doctors an average of $4.000
annually (a third more than last year but
far less than Travelers' new rates). the
Brown Gnai/da proposal would not
permit doctors to decline MediCal
(welfare) patients. would require 20
days' free service annually from all
doctors with less than 10 percent
MediCal patients and would require a
physician-financed
"medical
peace
corps" for under-served arcas. (There
are ahout ten times as many doctors per
capita in Beverly Hills as in Watts.)
The doctors' yelp at the insurance
companies' gouging was immediately
rivalled by their denunciation of
Brown's plan. California Medical Association president Carl Goetsch decried
this "very heavy-handed intrusion" into
the "private practice of medicine" (Los
A ngeles Times. 30 Decemher 1975).
Reminiscent of the American Medical
Association's long hattie against Medicare. national health insurance and the
desperately necessary expansion of
medical schools. mercenary warnings
against "involuntary servitude" and
"steps toward socialized medicine"
became the hue and cry of the United
Physicians of California. which has
been critical of the AMA in the past and
has largely led the current strike.
Brown's plan was also opposed by the
California Trial Lawyers Association.
which has its own vested interest in the
lucrative malpractice trade. and stands
little chance of passing the lawyerdominated Senate and Assemhly judiciary committees. The doctors meanwhile are backing a hill that would
estahlish an insurance pool without any
service requirements. and are simultaneously launching an elahorate puhlic
relations campaign to spruce up their
self-serving image.
There can be no legislative resolution
of the malpractice wrangle between
doctors. lawyers and the insurance
companies that will benefit the working
masses who suffer most from escalating
costs of health care. Under a system of
medicinc for profit. the interests of all
three litigants arc in bilking the patients.
The California legislature. like all
capitalist governing institutions. is
committed to defending this "free
enterprise" system rather than providing necessary and adequate health
services. When northern California
doctors began a smaller-scale strike last
spring over the same issue. the legislature was convened in emergency session
and produced a "compromise" bill at
the expense of the medical consumer~
hy reducing the malpractice
statute of limitations. At present the
southern California doctors' strike is
directed against the insurance leeches.
(continued on page I J)
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150,000 Madrid Workers Strike
Stalinists Try to
Pressure Juan Carlos
JA~UARY

20 During the last two
weeks the Spanish working class has
erupted in the biggest strike wave in 36
years of Francoist rule. l.anding a sharp
blow against the regime's plans for a
"eontrolled transition" following the
death of the bloody dictator. more than
200'()()O were on strike at one point with
the capital nearly paralyzed. The government barely managed to pull off a
tightrope balancing act through selecti\e arresh of strike leaders. drafting
strikers. using troops to run vital
senices and encouraging "negotiations"
of \\age demands -but the back-towork mO\ement at the end of last week
was only partial. As we go to press, the
main bastion of labor militancy in the
Madrid arca metal workers of the
large factories In the industrial
suburbs is still out.
The strikes were the workers' militant
answer to the declaration of a wage
freeze in the government's economic
program presented to the Cortes (the
corporatist "parliament") in early Janu-

Charges
Dropped
Against
Robert F.
Williams
.JA;'\tARY
IS-Kidnapping
l'harges against Hteran black militant Robert F. Williams were
dropped on .Januaq 16. District
Attorne) Carroll Lowder of t.·nion
Cuunty. ;'\orth Carolina. said that
the state's sole witness. Mrs. Bruce
Stegall. was "physically' unable to
testify in court and further there is
no promise that her l'Ondition will
imprme." The dropping of charges
is a \'ictory for Williams in his 14)ear-Iong struggle (including eight
) ears in exile) against attempts b)'
racist authorities in ~orth Carolina. aided by the FBI. to frame him
because of his ad\'ocacy of ch'il
rights and black self-defense in
Monroe, N.C
The state's star witness, Mrs.
Stegall, the alleged kidnap victim,
will not testif~. Althou~h the~ were
known racists, on the night of 27
August 1961 Mrs. Stegall and her
tate husband were actually protected b) Williams from angr)' blacks
preparing to defend their l'Ommunit~ from a frenzied white mob and in
no mood to tolerate the ob\'ious
prmocation of the Stegalls cruising
through the area.
Four other ci\'il rights acti\'ists
were con\'icted on the same phon~'
charges in the mid-1960's, but had
the convictions oHrturned on
appeal on the basis that blacks had
been barred from the grand jury
which indicted them. The four,
Harold Reap, John Lowry, Mae
Mallory and Richard Crowder,
han not been brought to trial, and
the charges against them should be
dropped immediatel~!
This \ictory for Robert Williams
is also a \'ictory for all those who
han fought against the racist
repression of the bourgeois state.
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ary. While the new kingJuan Carlos was
trying his best to look like a constitutional monarch and the minister of the
interior was hinting at "selfliberalilation" of the regime. finance
minister Villar Mir sounded more like
Marie Antoinette. Not surprisingly.
gi\en the current social turmoil in
Spain. Villar M ir's declaration ofa wage
freCle had roughly the same effect as the
French 4ueen's haughty suggestion that
the starving Parisian masses "cat cake."
The labor militancy was touched off
by a Madrid subway workers' strike
which began January 5. Fearing a
"brutal reaction" from the illegal workers commissions, the government retreated from its initial threat of drafting
transit workers and instead. for the first
time in 5X years the system has been
operating. sent in military specialists to
run the trains. With buses unable to
handle the overflow, the capital was
crippled for almost 40 hours until the
subway company's offer of free rides
lured back passengers.
In late December the Spanish
government had tacitly permitted several medium-sized demonstrations In
fa\or of amnesty for political prisoners
and automony for the Bas4ue region.
When the subway workers first walked
oft the job and gathered in a Madrid
church, the police again did nothing.
But faced with massive transportation
tic-ups and widespread sympathy for
the strikers' main demands (a 20 percent
\\age increase and '1 40-hour week). the
regime dropped its liberalizing posture
and brutally drO\e the workers and their
families from one church after another.
An example of the popularity of the
stri ke \\ as the official annou ncement
by the army ministry that the army \\as
not taking a position on the labor
conniet and soldiers were running the
traim only because the go\ernment had
ordered them to (LcHonc/c, 11-12
January)!
The subway strike provoked solidarity demonstrations by the combati\e
metal workers. \Vhile police reportedly
broke up se\eral smaller demonstrations in the industrial belt on January 6.
some 3.000 workers from Standard
Elcctrica (themselves on strike since
mid-December) penetrated to the center
of the city before being dispersed. In the
days that followed. strike action spread
through the industrial suburbs of
Villaverde and Getafe. while major
struck plants followed government
recommendations to respond with a
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Strike by subway workers in early
January caused massive congestion
in downtown Madrid.

UPI

Riot police charging rally of striking bank workers in downtown Madrid.
lockout. I ntended to prevent workers
from ocecupying the factories. in the
context of mUltiple strikes in the same
area this move had the effect of swelling
the ranks of the demonstrators.
The reformist Spanish Communist
Party (PCE) has been deliberately
trying to a\oid a frontal showdown with
the shaky post-Franco government.
obviously fearing that full-scale mobilization of the working class could easily
escape its control. Seeking to dissipate
protest, in staggered local one-day
actions ("iomac/a\ de !lIc/w··). the peE
even sabotaged its own general strike
call in mid-December!
January 12 had been schedulcd as one
more ritual "day of struggle" in Madrid.
but by that time more than 30.000
workers were already on strike in the
capital region. This gave the "iomac/a" a
particularly charged atmosphere. Beginning with the bombing ofa commuter train track in the morning. by the
evening over 100.000 were out. Among
the strikers were bank workers and
se\eral thousand telephone workers.
Although the PCE attempted to restrict
demands to the single issue of wage
increases. militant workers from the
giant Chrysler works in Villaverde had
already been demonstrating in downtown Madrid demanding. "Liberty!
Down with wage controls! Amnesty for
political prisoners!" (Ne\\' York Times.
II January). To these demands was
added the insistent call for free tradeunions. This sentiment among Madrid
workers was so strong that even the
ultra-rightist Falange newspaper Arriha
(12 January) was forced to call for
democratization of the vertical sindicatos (syndicates). which are headed by
F alangists. to "trim the anti-social claws
of capitalism."
Frightened by this show of force by
illegal leftist labor organizations and the
lack of any resistance from the corporatist syndicates. the government escalated its repression. The next day when
almost 100.000 postal workers throughout Spain went on strike they were
almost immediately drafted into the
army. This meant that those refusing to
work would be subject to six-year jail
sentences a.nd strikers could face summary court martials on "mutiny"
charges bringing lifc imprisonment. The
mailmen were forced to return to work
wearing yellow tags bearing the letter
"M" (mobili/ed). When 70.000 railway
workers joined the strike wave on
January 19. they too were instantly
called up.
While the postal and railway strikes

had a national scope. the center of
current labor militancy has been the
25,000 Chrysler workers and the 12.000
employees of Standard Elcctrica (an
ITT subsidiary) in the Madrid industrial
belt. Although the PCE-dominated
workers commission at Chrvsler\ Villa\erde plant had tried to defuse ~trike
sentiment during the December j()rna£la, the workers sei/ed the plants any\\ay
and had to be cleared out by machine
gun-toting police. Since the lock-out
they have repeatedly confronted cops
near the r)ant in the city center.
Foreign press observers have con-

firmed that the current labor upsurge.
while in many cases initiated by the
Stalinists. is no longer under tight PCE
control. The :Ve 1\ , }'ork Tillles (19
January) reported: "Extreme left-wing
groups rivaling the Communists han:,
come into prominence. notably in the
Madrid subway strike last week. and
have seen their influence spread." In
addition, particularly in the drawn-out
Chrysler and Standard ElCctrica strikes.
the largely self-appointed workers
commissions have been superseded by
elected strike committees. This important step was followed by the announcement of the formation of an assembly of
representatives of Madrid strike committees. several of whose leaders were
promptly arrested.
The workers commissions, which first
appeared in 1962 and have since spread
throughout the industrial areas of
Spain. were formed in opposition to the
official vertical "unions." The workers
commissions have functioned as de
facto illegal trade unions. and in some
areas (notably Barcelona) have actually
forced management to deal directly with
them rather than through the state CNS.
which includes supervisors. management and state officials in addition to
the workers. But because of the strength
of the PCE in the workers commissions
they have often held back workers'
struggles.
The formation of democratically
elected strike committees is a major step
forward in breaking the Stalinists'
stranglehold on Spanish labor. In
addition to generali7ing and coordinating (to the extent possible under
clandestine conditions) the elected
strike committees. another important
target of the workers' struggles must be
destroying the corporatist CNS. The
Stalinists actually have the opposite
policy. seeking to channel the current
strikes into the CNS.
The rea~on for this is that the PCE
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Frank Sinatra

Judith Campbell Exner

LA Times

Chicago mobster Sam Giancana

AP

Militant

Former CIA director Allen Dulles

Kennedy, the CIA and the Mafia
It is becoming difficult these days to
distinguish the gossip from the news,
Sometimes. as with the tsarina and
Rasputin. one becomes the other. The
front pages of major newspapers display
headlines like: "Mafia Moll Mixed Up
With JFK" and "Kennedy and
Sinatra :"Jo Split." But the giddy
titillation of a prurient press cannot
cover the discomfort of the bourgeoisie
over one of its most necessary
institutions the CIA.
In an enigmatic passage of its official
report last 1\;ovember. the Senate

purposes other than selling her memoirs. The former playgirl was partiClllarly anxious to get across the message
that she knew nothing of "bi7arre
assassination conspiracies" involving
her notorious friends. She had good
reason for concern. Last summer
mafioso Giancana-who held the CIA
contract to kill Cuban premier Fidel
Castro-was himself "hit" shortly before he was to testify before the Senate
investigating committee. Rumor had it
that the mobster was getting ready to
talk.

the assassination of "Kennedy himself.
in retaliation or self-protection." The
idea that Kennedy might have been on
the receiving end of a murder plot can
no longer be dismissed with the facility it
was a decade ago. when conspiracy
theories seemed the special preserve of
"assassination buffs" and monomaniacal Louisiana DA's. I n the past, a broad
layer of the American public greeted the
Warren Commission Report with the
same justified but unfocused distrust it
felt toward the government which was
propagandizing the Vietnam war with

idea in a pri\ ate chat with Tad Slulc.
then of the Sell" York Times .... Lvndon
Johnson told his former aide Leo hnos.
as recounted in a Julv 1973 Alial1lic
article. 'We had been operating a
damned Murder. I nco in the Caribbean:
Janos elaborated. 'A year or so before
Kennedy's death a CIA-backed assassination team had been picked up in
Havana. Johnson speculated that Dallas had been a retaliation for this
thwarted attempt. although he couldn't
prove it:"

The CIA and the counterrevolutionary Cuban "freedom fighters" who
attacked the Bay of Pigs in 1960 had
more than sufficient cause for annoyance with Kennedy. It was Kennedy
who-when the press began to break
through the CIA's cover story of the first
bomb strike-became queasy, canceling the second air strike intended to
knock out the_tiny Cuban air force on
the ground. The CIA appealed personally but unsuccessfully to Kennedy for
the second bombing mission.

Liberal Moralism and the Cult of
Secrecy

Pans Match

Kennedy assassination has been target of renewed speculation in light of recent disclosures of CIA/Mafia links in
assassination attempts.
committee investigating CIA assassination plots mentioned a "close friend of
President Kennedy" who was "also a
close friend of John Rosselli and Sam
Giancana and saw them often during the
same period." On December 17, Judith
Campbell Exner, now 41 and married,
faced reporters at a San Diego press
conference to confirm that she was that
friend and that she had indeed seen the
two mobsters during the period she was
seeing Kennedy. Her relationships, she
said. were strictly "of a personal
nature": she denied being a "go-between
for the Mafia."
:"Jot merely the sex-and-scandal
sheets. but the entire bourgeois press
picked up on the theme of "another
woman" at the White House. Time
maga7ine dug up the memoirs of an
aging and gossipy White House caretaker, replayed old stories about a Marilyn
Monroe-JFK relationship and hinted at
liaisons with two young presidential
staffers "code-named 'Fiddle' and 'Faddie' by the Secret Service." The nene
center of the most powerful imperialist
state in history--where decisions were
routinely made to rain millions of tons
of bombs on Asian peasants or to
challenge Russia to a nuclear duel over
Cuba--was presented as a veritable
bordello.

Sensationalism and Murder
Judith Campbell Exner's press conference fit right into this pattern of
sensationalism. But perhaps she had
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The Kennedy-Mafia-CIA connection
has been seized upon by William Safire,
a former Nixon man who is now a
columnist for the NeH' York Times.
Safire has a special axe to grind. He
wants to debunk the myth of the
Kennedy White House-that liberal
Camelot of the "New Frontier"-by
revealing it as just as filled with "dirty
tricks" as the Nixon regime of which he
was a part.
Safire puts aside examination of "the
logistics of White House sex." His
article (New York Times. 22 December)
interests itself in Exner not as "another
woman" but as a "White House-Mafia
liaison." Safire excoriates the Church
committee for failing to investigate the
Giancana killing and for its reluctance
to call Frank Sinatra to testify. It was
the mob-associated singer who introduced Exner to both Kennedy and
Giancana. Kennedy was supposed to
have ended his friendship with Sinatra
for "the good of the office." but it has
recently been reported that the association persisted. Safire wants to pressure
the Church committee to bring in "Old
Blue Eyes" to "sing."

The Kennedy Assassination
Safire goes after Kennedy. Sinatra
and the whole official and unofficial rat
pack with charges of "not hanky-panky.
not graft. not abme 111 ci\i1liberty- but
murder and attempted murder at the
highest level that spans fifteen years."
Safire includl's allwng the murders

endless barrages of lies. Today, they
know as fact some of what only a few
years ago were secrets to all but the
"intelligence community" and its close
associates.
It is now common knowledge that the
CIA repeatedly hatched plots to assassinate Castro using mafiosos, who either
botched the job or were foiled and
picked up in Havana. Gusanos and CIA
operatives playing for big stakes felt
betrayed at the Bay of Pigs. And while
the attorney general was running a"
vicious vendetta against Teamster union
chief Jimmy Hoffa for his ties to
organized crime, the president was
sleeping with a prominent mafioso's
girlfriend --and
perhaps
courierthereby opening himself up to blackmail. It is likely that J. Edgar Hoover's
March 1962 luncheon with Kennedy
had this "problem" as its topic, and one
of the last entries under "Judith Campbell"' in the White House telephone log
came a few hours after that meeting.
Was there a CIA-Mafia tie-in with the
Kennedy assassination'? Former CIA
agent Victor Marchetti's book, The CIA
and Ihe Cult ollntelli~ellce, includes in
a footnote (to a passage deleted by CI Arequested court censorship) the following obscnations:
"r\,sa,sination of Castro ,cemed to
havc bem a recurrent idea in the CIA
during Ihese years. [Watergate con,pirawr] E. Ho\\ard Hunt claim;, to have
recommended it before the Ba\ of Pigs.
on 1\ to be turn ed d ()\\ n, I n :\ 0\ C m be r 0 f
196-1. PreSident Kennedy mentioned the

After enduring a year of il1\estigations and exposures. the friends of the
CIA have taken the offensi\e. n'
Guide-"America's Best Selling
Magazine"-editorialized: "A hundred
KGB agents working overtime for the
Kremlin could hardly have undermined
the CIA as effectively as Senator
Church's committee did. It was a
shocking and immeasurably harmful
blow to our national security."TV
Guide took out a full-page advertisement in the 20January NeH' York Times
for this editorial and to reprint former
CIA director John McCone's defense,
"Why We Need the CIA." McCone is
nothing if not blunt. If he is to wield the
dagger of anti-comm'unism effectively
then, in his words, "society must accept
the cloak."
Present CIA director Colby this week
complained that intelligence operations
were being "hamstrung" by the ongoing
revelations. To be sure. the covert aid
and murderous training of mercenaries
for Angola goes on: the attempt to
create another Chile in Portugal continues: anti-communist politicians in
Italy are still funded: and who knows
what "dirty tricks" on the home front
are being concocted in Langley.
Virginia.
But Colby's wounded fawn act is only
part act. The CIA has indeed been
impeded by investigations and particularly by muckraking press exposurcs.
The injury is not. however. the ridiClllous claim that the disclosure in a
newspaper of Richard Welch as Athens
station chieflcd to his death. The wound
is more dangerous to this sinister
creature of imperialism: the erosion of
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Angolan
Leftists
Jailed
b¥
Their
Strikebreaking
"Comrades"
-

--------~-----: ~---

MPLA: "Nationalists
of a New Type"?
alter the MPLA in a fa,hion not much
different from the "critical Maoists,"
With an occasional ritual reference to
the desirability of an "independent and
socialist Angola." the USee's real policy
is "All Power to the M PLA!"
:--;aturallv the Stalinists ha\e no
trouble selling this line. since an M PLAruled Angola would simply represent
the "democratic" (capi1alist) stage of
their "two-stage re\olution" schema.
But to call for "all power to the M PLA"
and still give lip sen ice to the theory of
permanent re\olution which holds
that onl\' the dictatorship of the /Irolelariat. supported by the peasantry. can
break the imperialist stranglehold mCf
the colonial countries requires a fundamental mystification of the nature of
the People's Movement. More than
simply peddling stories about "people's
clinic~" and agricultural co-ops. the fakeTrotskYist LiSec must claim that somehlm the \1 PLA challenges capitalism,
With all the enthusiasm of Bukharin's
accolade, for the Chinese Kuomintang
in the 1920·s. the Mandelites claim that
"the dynamic set in motion by the
specific lea turcs of Portuguese colonialism and by years of struggle ha\c
incontestably separ.lted this re\olutionary nationalism [of the M PLA] from the
s\\amp of rightism and reformism"
(/I1/,recor. 20 .lune 1974) . .lust as the
arch-IT\isionist Michel Pablo explained
h(m the "objective processes" would
overcome the "limitations" of the
Algerian FL:\. here again it is the
automatic "dynamic" which sohes
e\erything.

The war in Angola which has dominated the headlines for several months
has caused turmoil in the ostensible
socialist movement internationally.
with most groups hitching their carts to
one or another of the contending pettybourgeois nationalist movements: the
;\ati~nal Front for the Liberation of
Angola (FNLA). the ;\;ational Union
for ~the Total Independence of Angola
(U:\ITA) and the People's Movement
for the Liberation of Angola (MPLA).
Moscow-line Stalinists have naturally'
lined up behind the SO\iet-backed
\1 PtA, Consequently. in a simple kneejerk reaction. Peking-loyal Maoists
sided with the rabidly anti-communist
F\:LA and nco-colonialist U\:ITA.ln
the name of fighting "SO\iet socialimperialism" these shameless bootlickers place themselves in the camp of U.S.
imperialism. South African apartheid
and their Angolan toadies!
This was too much for many selfproclaimed "Marxist-Leninists." so a
number of groups to the left of the proRussian Communist parties climbed
aboard the MPLA bandwagon, These
include a number of "critical Maoist"
tendencies. among them Lotta Continua in [taly. the Lniao Demoeratica
Popular in Portugal. the Kommunistischer Bund (\:ord) in West Germany
and the Guardian in the l!,S.
While Stalinists of different stripes
arc singing the praises of their preferred
Angolan nationalists. the Spartacist
tendency has called since early" O\cmber for lI1ilitarr support to the Sovietbacked M PLA against the imperialistled
coalition.
In
the
earlier
three-cornered power struggle. we gave
no backing to any of the nationalist
movements. and have always refused to
give political support to these forces
which hope to construct a capitalist
Angola. All of them. we have warned.
will ruthlessly oppose or attempt to
subordinate every manifestation of
independent working-class struggle.

Of course. the USee has a difficulty
with this fairy tale. since M PLA leader
Agostinho l\eto has made quite clear
where he stands: "[I] am not a communist. I am not a socialist. I am first of all a
patriot." he says (.Yell' York Times, 21
April 1975). ;\0 problem. This is
explained away by references to "insufficiencies" and "ambiguous positions"
deriving from the "heterogeneity. political weakness and bureaucratic deviations" in the "sometimes inadequate
leadership of the M PLA." The USec
sees the "radicalised elements of the
urban proletariat" in the "rank and file
committees of the M PLA and in
U.N.T.A. [the MPLA-Ied union]." It is
this "vanguard" which it sees as "the

Mandelites Tail "Revolutionary"
Nationalists
In contrast to Trotskyist insistence on
the necessity of proletarian independence. the centrist majority of Ernest
Manders "United Secretariat of the
Fourth International" (USec) has tailed
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Demonstration by MPLA-Ied "people's commissions" on the arrival of an
OAU delegation in Luanda,
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Agostinho Neto, leader of the MPLA.
spearhead of the entire re\olutionary
process today"," (Aji"ica in Strux,!;le.
October 1975),
It is undoubtedly true that \ital
clements for the construction of a
Trotskyist party could be won from
among intellectuals and plebeian elements in the \1 PLA, But this requires a
~harp 'truggle to break them from the
petty-bourgeois nationalist People's
MO\ement. which represents class
forces hostile to the proletariat. Instead.
in an article \\ hieh rails at "those who
belie\e that for revolutionary Marxists
to support the \1 PLA is heresy." the
U Sec asserts that "the political recomposition will take place lI'ithin the
M PLA toward the regroupment of an
anti-capitalist tendency" (/nprecor. 20
\:o\ember 1975 [our emphasis]).

Collusion with the Colonial Army
Why all these apologetics for the
M PLA'! Is the People's Movement
perhaps .a "revolutionary" nationalist
formation of a "new" type. as the USec
majority claims? A look at the history of
the last eighteen months will dispel this
myth. We can begin with the question of
national independence itself. The
M PLA rightly excoriates UNIT A for its
despicable attempts to collaborate with
the Portuguese army in schemes for
"gradual" decolonization and in attacks
on the M PLA. But when it got a chance.
the ,\1 PLA did exactly the same!
Far from "relative intransigence on
the question of independence" which the
USec ascribes to the M PLA. in the year
after the Portuguese Armed Forces
Movement (M FA) overthrew the Caetano dictatorship in Lisbon. the M PLA
was foremost in trying to curry favor
with the suddenly "revolutionary"
officers of the demoralized colonial
army. While the first chief of the MFA,
General Antonio de Sp'lnola, attempted
to include the colonies in a Portugaldominated
"Lusitanian
commonwealth" -and obtained agreement from
the "pro-Western" F1\LA and U1\IT A in
the August 1974 Sal Agreement -once
"e\entual" independence was agreed to .
the M PtA was more than willing to
collaborate with the "democratic" army.
It did so particularly during the
tenure of Portuguese high comlPissioner Admiral Antonio Rosa Coutinho.

between September 1974 and .lanuary
1975. and asserted that it v,as the "onl\
movement that will support and loyally
cooperate with the progressi\e Portuguese forces" (March 1975 M PLA
statement quoted in Intercontinental
Pre.I,I. 21 .luly 1975), That the demagogic \1 FA leaders \\ ere una hle to \\ or" out
a nco-colonial deal \\jrh the MPLA.
similar to the hian Accords whereh,
the FL\: guaranteed French interests in
"re\ olutionary" Algeria. was due not to
\:eto's ~'intransigence" but to the
internal strains and shifting balance of
power in the Lisbon gO\ernment.
Chief among the reasons for the
M PLA's attempted honeymoon with
the Armed Forces Movement was its
own military weakness. At the time of
the April 1974 coup in Portugal. the
Popular Movement was militarily battered and disorganized. This has been
more or less admitted by M PLA
military commander (now defense
minister of the "People's Republic of
Angola") Iko Carreira. who stated: "We
were in a situation of inferiority compared to the potential which the FNLA
had at that time ... " (Rel'olu(,iio, 7
November 1975).
The military weakness of the M PLA
was accentuated by acute internal
factionalism. with two main groups
challenging the Neto leadership. The
"Active Revolt" group led by Rev.
.loaquim Pinto de Andrade and his
brother Mario (leader of the Angolan
Communist Party in the 1950's and
former head of the M PLA) accused
'\eto of "presidentialism." "tribalism"
and "regionalism," and rejected any
dealings with the FNLA. An "Eastern
Revolt" group was the personalist
organization of guerrilla leader Daniel
Chipenda. who simultaneously opposed
a ceasefire with Portugal and favored
unity with the FNLA. Chipenda's
position was not motivated by greater
firmness against the colonial power. but
bY' the belief that a ceasefire would tend
to legitimize the established leaderships
and thereby curb his own ambitions,
The MPLA's factional strife reached
a climax at its August 1974 congress in
Zambia where the 1\eto faction walked
Ollt and Chipenda was elected president.
Only under pressure from se\eral
African heads of state did the M PLA
patch itself back together in mid-
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September, restoring :\cto to the top
post and making Chipenda and Pintl) de
Andrade vicc pre~idents. But the truce
did not last. and Chipcnda left the
People's Movement soon afterwards.
At thi~ point. wracked by internal
fights and militarily \ ulnerable, the
\1PLA might simply have fallcn apart
had it not been for the inten ention of
the Portuguese arm\'. Admiral Coutinho reportedh s,lId at a nn\ s conferl'nce
that he recognlled onl) the \eto
leadership as representing the !'vi PLA.
\etll thereupon appealed to the colonial
authorities for militar) support. and
when Chipenda tried to take the
Important eastern rail junction of Lu~o
in January he \\as stopped by \1 PLA
(/Ild Portuguese troop~. Chipenda sub~eLjuently threw in with the F\LA,
becoming its deputy ~ecretary-general
and taking with him 2,000 guerrillas.

Agreement to Neo-Colonialism
Echoed by its USec camp followers.
the M PLA today self-righteously denounces the F;\; LA and U;\i ITA as
;t1ways having been puppets of imperialism. Yet in Mombassa, Kenya. in early
January 1975 the three groups produced
a joint "declaration of principles" to
"build a just and democratic society."
This was perfectly consistent with
:\eto's continual denials of Western
press accounts labelling the M PLA

interests. Point 54 of the accords states.
'flhe F',a.A. lI:\ITA and MPLA
undertake to respect the property and
legitimate interests of Portuguesedomiciled in Angola." The next point aims at
keeping the "indepcndent" state in
Li~bon\ economic orbit. registering
agreement to "establish between Angola
and Portugal lasting tics of cooperation
in all fields." hen after the Al\or
accords \\ere scrapped, the \1 PLA
continued to soothe imperialist interests. Lopo do :\asClfl1ento, no\\ premier
of the Luanda-based "People's Rq1Ublic." said in September that the \1PL\
w()uld not go "too fast" and that "there
IS
no\\ no reason for the existing
companies to get alarmed": in hi,
independence address :\eto stated that
"foreign imestment will be welcomed
from all abiding by Angolan laws" (.\ell
York Tillles. 13 \member).
The People's M O\ement's will to
strike a bargain with imperialism has
been nident in its dealings with the
international oil trusts. Petroleum
output from Gulf Oil's wells in the
Cabinda enclave north of the Zai"re
(formerly Congo) River has been more
than 150,000 barrels a day, with the
company grossing over $1 billion
annually on the operation. Gulf officials
ha\e reported no complaints whatever
with the M PLA. which has controlled
Cabinda essentially without challenge
for the last year and a half. I n September

:\eto. Alves & Co .. the USec sums up
the People's Mmement: ";\;e\ertheless,
its desire to put 'an end to exploitation
of man by man' and to establish a
'democratic and popular regime' had a
\ery precise class content in the urban
centers: all (,lid {() capitalist exploita-

lion, alld the IN!\\'N ot'II'oders and poor
(A/i-i('(J ill 5;truggle, October

1)('(/\(/11/1"

1l)75 ).
The lake Tro\shi,ts of the l'nited
Secretariat ,liT trying to portray the
\1 PLA as some kind of a trade union
\\ ho,e bumbling and perhaps nen
mi,guided leader,hlp tends to hold back
the \\orker': struggles. This is false to
the core. Behind the 1'y1 PI.A\ collaboration \\ith the Portuguese army. its
signing of the nco-colonialist Alvor
accords and its wholehearted cooperation with Gulf Oil stand the appetites of
a petty bourgeoisie aspiring to transform itsclf into a bourgeoisie by making
a deal with imperialism. The M PLA's
proclamations that the class struggle
does nQ! exist in Angola are more than
verbiage; the M PLA and its army intend
to smash the workers' struggles wherever they break out.
The "precise class contcnt" of the
M PLA's occasional demagogic talk of
"end[ing] exploitation of man by man"
was graphically illustrated by its suppression of workers' strikes. Following
the overthrow of the Caetano dictatorship in April 1974 and again as the

/Sygma

leader said. 'to accelerate independence'" (A/rim. March 1975).
The position of all three nationalist
mmements toward the strikes has
always been identical: to suppress them,
including with the usc of military force.
In Deeembcr 1974-Januarv 1975 the
port of Lobito was at a \irtual standstill
as the dockers demanded \\age increases
of ur to 300 percent. A/rica (February
1975) Ljuotes one nationalist leader as
,a) ing about this walkout: "We \\ere
finding oursel\es during December in
the il1\ idious position 01 re,training the
\\orkers to moderate their demands in
the intere,(s of Angola. Hut theLjuestion
the \\orkers asked \\as 'Whose Angola')'." Ihe strike was reportedly ended
after a personal appeal by Ul'\ITA
leader Jonas Savimbi.
One of the vcry first acts of the fourparty transitional government which
took ollice at the beginningof February
was to appeal to the workers and unions
to suspend the strikes. This was followed up at the end of the month by a
decree (the lei de II/ohili~a\,ii(l) permitting the coalition government to mobilile strikers into the army and thus place
them under military discipline. However, even this did not stop the workingclass agitation.
"A large demonstration against the lei
de II/o/Jili::a(cio \\as held hy the Popular
:--:ei~hhourhood
Commissiom,
an
\1\ PlA-inllueneed mO\cment. on April
9. though Lopo do :--:ascimento puhlicly
defended the la\\ as in the interests of
the Angolan people. Though the doek\\orkers \\ere placed under military
control in accordance \\ ith the la\\
shortl\' after its enactment. the\' arc
a~ain -threatenin~ to return on strike."
' . l j r i c a . July 1975

The Luanda longshoremen carried
out this thre~t and .walked off the job
again on May 2X. protesting that
dockers \\ ith less seniority should get
eLjual pay raises to the 15-30 percent
increases granted a few days earlier to
high seniority workers. The \1 PLA-led
longshoremen's union SI:\TAPA duly
denounced the strike as a wildcat and
called lor the gmer-nment to take
"adeLjuate measures" to restore law and
order.

"Normalizing" the "People's
Committees"

Augusta Conchiglia

MPlA supporters demonstrate in the streets of luanda.

"Marxist," and with the MPLA program which doesn't go beyond a call for
the "installation of a repUblican and
democratic regime."
The Mombassa declaration paved the
way for the nationalists to sign the Alvor
accords with the Lisbon government a
few days later. This agreemcnt established a four-part coalition regime in
Angola with a new Portuguese high
commissioner (Coutinho. considered
too pro-M PLA, was dumped in favor of
brigadier general Silva Cardoso) to
"arbitrate" any differences and be in
charge of "defense" and "security."
Under this classical neo-colonial arrangement. the transitional government's armed forces were to consist of
24.000 Portuguese troops and X.OOO
from each nationalist group. Independence was set for :\member II, with an
election limited to the three groups to be
hcld in October. The M FA. figuring it
could strongly influence the vote.
insisted on keeping troops in Angola
until well after the elections. The M PLA
\\ent along.
The M PLA also agreed to explicit
protection of colonial settler property
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the American monopoly paid royalties
of $116 million into a blocked account
in the Bank of Angola which was taken
over by the M PLA when independence
was declared on November II. (This
sum exceeds the total estimated Soviet
aid to the People's Movement during
1975 and is more than twice the
admitted U.S. aid to FNLA UNITA.)
Only
State
Department
pressure
stopped Gulf from handing over another $125 million to the M PLA by early
January.

Strikebreaking of an Old Type
Last year M PLA leader Nito Al\es
"publicly affirmed that it is an error to
say that there is a class struggle in
Angola that pits the bourgeoisie against
the proletariat" (lornal 'vOI'O, 2 September). No doubt it is this kind of
statement that the USec majority is
rderring to when it asserts that "the
highly com bative \\orkers [are] attempting to \\age an anti-capitalist struggle
under the sometimes inadeLjuate leadership of the I'y1 PLA." After shrugging off
the "frontist and gradualist illusions" of

"transitional government": was being
installed and independence seemed to be
approaching.
Angolan
workers
launched major strike waves in the hope
of obtaining some improvements in
their own lot. The strikes focused on the
key dock facilities_ In the spring of 1975
it was estimated that "in the ports of
Luanda. Lobito and Mo~amcdes ...
about 60 ships [were] waiting to be
handled: the stevedores have been
striking for better wages or. as one labor

Former
publication
of United
Secretariat
supporters in
luanda.

If the "Marxist" M PI.A resorted to
strikebreaking and militarinition of
labor under the colonial army. then it
should surprise no one that the M PLA
of "people's power" should attempt to
suppress the neighborhood "people's
committees" led by its own militants.
These committees first arose in 1974
in the lIluccques (African slum districts
which encircled the European districts
of Luanda) essentially as self-defense
groups in response to widespread
maraud ing by racist colonialists that left
hundreds dead. Their leaders were
reportedly lower-level M PLA cadre,
along with some Maoist militants who
had returned from Lisbon.
There were numerous indications of
tensions between the people's committees and the M PLA. The March g
demonstration against the M PLAbacked mobilization was one example.
Later in the month. the neighborhood
committees clashed with FN LA troops
in the capital. whom they accused of
arrogantly parading around like an
continued on page 10
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Capitol
Packaging
Strike
Sold Out
CHICAGO. January Worn down by
the company's \ icious strikebreaking
tactics and betra\ed bv their local and
national union leadership. workers at
the Capitol Packaging plant in ne,lrb~
Melrose Park \oted January II to
return to work. This ended a bitter 23\\eek strike during which the union
Local's vice president was run dOlI nand
killed by a truck breaking through the
picket lines.
•
By a flX-2X vote the strikers. members
of Local 7-507 of the Oil. Chemical and
Atomic Workers (OCA W). reluctantly
accepted the company's offer of a 12.5
cent an hour across-the-board pay
increase in each of two years. three
months' retroactin? increase tor the
period they worked without a contract.
earned vacation pay for flO laid-oft
workers and an "annual bonus" (to be
retracted next year!) of eight hours pay.
Except for the piddling 2.5 cents an
hour added on to the insulting "bonus."
this offer was essentially unchanged
from the pittance offered by the company in the first place. Particularly
galling to the strikers was the company's
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Rally at Chicago civic center January 10 in support of the Capitol Packaging
strike.
WV Photo

refusa Ito meet w ha t had become the
pi\ otal and hardest-fought demand. a
full six-months retroactive pay increase.
t: nion membcrs now face new reprisals.
as the company has announced its
intention to layoff the entire second
shift for at least a month.
Thc OCA W International bears
foremost responsibility for this defeat.
Its sole aid to the strikers consisted of
prO\ iding a measly $25 a week in strike
benefits. It failed to implement in any
\\ay its call for a consumer boycott
against products of the parent AlbertoCuher (A-C) Corporation. Even after
the Local officer was killed on the picket
line. the International stood b\ and
allowed Capitol Packaging to continue
operations. It neither called on the
Chicago labor mo\ement to mobili7e to
smash the anti-picketing court injunctions nor demanded that transport
workers refuse to handle A-C products.
Rose Kirk. chief ste\lard at the
Capitol plant. told If ·orkcr.1 lallgllard
that both the company and the OC A W
I nternational had stepped up pressure
to end the strike. In the last \Ieek
management threatened immediate
termination of all \1 orkers \\ho refused
to return to \Iork. while OCA W
threatened to cut off its meager strike
benefits. Faced with choosing between
continuing a losing strike abandoned by
the International or accepting the
company's rotten offer. many of the
most active strikers simply boycotted
the ratification meeting. Kirk said.
In an inteniew with 1fT. Kirk. who
unlike the local union leadership refused
to endorse the sellout. said that she had
begun the strike with considerable
confidence in the OC AWl nternational.
H owner. it soom became evident to her
that the Grospiron regime was unwilling
to prO\ide any real support to the
strikers. Kirk also critici7ed the tradeunion bureaucracy's stifling of militants. Referring to the bureaucratically
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Rose Kirk, chief steward at Capitol
Packaging, speaking at rally.
run Coalition of Labor Union Women
(CLUW). Kirk said:
""Addie WYatt said it's a good mmcment. hut it isn't. It doesn't do am thing.
Do \OU know what's the matter \\ ith
CILIW') The\'re afraid of people \\ith
JitTcrent ideas gettin1! in thcre. It's
d\ing."
"
At a large support rally held Il1
do\\ ntown Chicago the day before the
ratification \ote. Spartacist League
spokesman Len Meyers contrasted the
courage of the strikers to the do-nothing
passivity of the International. Meyers
pointed out that workers disillusioned
with the labor bureaucrats could only go
forward if they based their opposition
on a genuine class-struggle program. He
concluded his speech to vigorous applause from strike militants when he
asserted: "I f they [the I nternational] had
the foresight to be real labor leaders,
instead of giving working people the
'choice' between racist RepUblicans and
millionaire Democrats they would use
the power of the unions to build a
workers party." which would fight for a
workers government. •
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picketing at ,til 104 schoo\-. recei\ed an
enthu,iastic respome. FC\\er than 10
perL'ent of the city's teachers reported
for \\ork January 5. and later in the da~
3.000 striker, rallied to support continuing the strike. Faced \\ ith the rehelliousness of the teachers the BPF scurried
hack to Ziegler \1 ho ohligingly held the
PI- r in contempt of court and indicated
that lines \\ould be imposed heginning
January 12 if the strike continued.
Ziegler abo attacked Fondy lor '"anarchy and sedition" and lectured the
strikers on their ci\ ic responsibilities:
teachers. he said. "do not ha \ e t he sa me
right to strike as the steel\\orker docs"
(Pilfshllrgh Press. 9 January).
The city education board. in collusion
\\ith the courts. has made it clear that it
is not interested in bargaining with the
teachers. While hypocritically denouncing the teachers for '"disrupting" the
educational process. several school
board members have absented themsel\es from the city for long periods of
time. Among them is BPE chairman
Rev. LeRoy Patrick. who left in the
midst of the strike to visit Israel! In
another attempt to circum\cnt collective bargaining. this week Ziegler set up
a special'"fact-linding" panel of '"private
citi7ens" to· hear both sides and to
recommend a solution. This panel
includes Richard Gualtieri. business
agent of Boilermakers Local :\0. 154.
who must be harshly condemned for
abetting the court's strikebreaking
efforts.
While PFT head Fondy has opposed
any abridgement of the union's bargaining rights. he has also indicated his
willingness to compromise the union's
demands. "We're not going to get
e\erything we want." Fondy told strikers at the January 13 rally. but he
didn't tell them what part of their
demands he considered exnendable.

Pittsburgh Federation of Teachers
pickets.
Fondy has. in fact. accepted a compromise wage settlement proposed by the
Allegheny County Labor Council. the
local AFL-CIO body, which amounts to
a 45 percent cut in the original demand.
Fondy has also frequently alluded to
the fact that the Board would save
enough in unpaid wages from a twomonth strike to finance the teachers' pay
demands for this year. A bill now being
introduced in the state legislature would
repeal a law requiring a school year of
1XO days as a minimum basis to receive
state education suhsidies. While the
sponsors say their aim is to maintain
needed subsidy payments in the face of
the strike. this hill sure to be utili7ed
by cost-cutting local school boards
\\ould undermine' the already low
standards of public education and
\\ ould be used to depri\e students and
teachers in Pittsburgh of the opportunit\· to make up education and pay lost
during the strike. Such a deal would
\\ ipe out almost the ent ire wage increase
the union is asking for this year. and
In ust be opposed.
Fondy's pledge that no indi\idual will
ha\e to pay fines has been hacked up by
Albert Shanker. national president of
t he America n Feder,ttion of Teachers

WORKERS VANGUARD

(AFT). For either the AFT or Pithhurgh teachers to pay alll" fines on
indi\ iduals or on the union \\mIld he a
capitulation. The injunction I11llst he
lilted and all fines and criminal actiom
against strike kadcrs ahrogated' Whik
the Pittshurgh teachers ha\e received
support from the local AFI-CIO
council. Shanker and cvcn Cieorge
Mcany. "messagcs of solidarity" and
financial assistance arc not cnough. The
entire Pittshurgh lahor mo\ement must
he mohili/ed for a general strike to
smash court and BPE strikehreaking.
An important component In
maintaining the support of the city's
working peopk is the PI-T\ willingness
to oppose increases in class si/es and
cuth,lcks In educational programs.
Many of these programs arc particulc!rl~
hendicial to Pittshurgh\ hlc!ck community. which makes up 4S percent of the
puhlic school student population. In the
past. hO\\e\u. the PI-T leadership has
faikd to \ igorousl~ oppose whitesegregationist Il1O\es for "neighhorhood
schools" hy counterposing an dkcti\e
program
of husing and
school
integration.
MoreO\er. one of the demands of the
PI-T is for greater disciplinary powers
for teachers. including leaving corporal
punishment as an option. While there is
a need for racially-integrated groups of
teachers and students to maintain order.
the PFTs demands coupled with its
refusal to demand removal of the hired
"securit~
aides" who patrol the
schools can only increase the repressive atmosphere in the schools and
exacerbate racial tensions.
Although it correctly cites the importance of taking a strong stand for
desegregation. the 13 January f)aih
Jj ·or/d. ne\\:-.paper of the Communist
Party (CP). clib on striking teachers to
den1l1nstrate slliidarity \\ith the "communit~" hy participating in \oluntary
'"alternati\e ,chools." Such gimmicks as
"alternati\C 'schools" onl~ reinforce the
argument <11 the BPI:-. that the sHi!..c
hurh the publIC. ["11-: Idorm;;,t CP
ignores the real solution: "inconvenience to the puhlic" could he ljuickly
ended \\Cll' the Pittshurgh lahor m()\ement to demonstrate ih determination
to ddend the teachers through militant
strike action.
Bllth the CP and trade-union
hureauerah lIke Fondy tr~ to ,ol\e the
prohlem of education \\ithin the framework of capitalism. Puhlic SChOlils in
Pittshurgh are financed hy a tax that
falls most hea\ ily on \\orking people.
Fondy fa\ors increasing this regressi\e
tax to provide more money! The CPo on
the other hand. calls for shifting the tax
hurden onto the shoulders of the
corporations. In practice this rdormist
panacea means launching campaigns
for tax rdorm in Congress and state
legislatures. The lack of money for
education and other social services.
however. is a direct result of the current
capitalist economic crisis. !':ot through
pressuring the Democrah and Repuhlicans. but only by mobiii/ing organiled
lahor and forming a workers party to
shatter the capitalist system can any
significant redistrihution of wealth he
brought about..
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American rocket launcher being demonstrated by UNITA leader.

Angola ...
(continued/rom paRe /)

Drive U.S., South African
Imperialists Out of Angola!
Military Victory to the MPLA!
For a Trotskyist Vanguard
Party in Angola!
For a Socialist Federation of
Southern Africa!

tion the effects of Pretoria's recent
efforts at "detente" with black Africa:
"The moderates decided to admit
openly that they regard South Africa as
less an enemy than Cuba and the Soviet
Union. 'After all. it is part of Africa:
remarked one African diplomat"
(WashinKtun Post. IS January).
The abilitv of South Africa to buy
votes in the OAU is a' telling indictme;t
of the chimera of Pan-African unity
based on racial solidarity and phony
"African socialism." From Pretoria's
tiny economic satellites of Lesotho.
Botswana and Swaziland, to the glorified "Bantustan" labor reserve Malawi.
to the weak bourgeois nationalist
regimes of Za"t"re and Zambia. South
African premier Balthazar Vorster is
attempting to usc penny-ante bribery to
put tllg,:thc:r a .,ub-continental '"eorrlhperjt~ sphere" dominated by Johannesburg capital. Even the fake"Marxist" regime in Mozambique.
while it bacb the M PLA. has not
stopped supplying contract mine labor
to South Africa. a colonial practice
established by the Portuguese which
subjects the miners to the most barbarous superexploitation.
Zambian president Kenneth Kaunda
has been the main broker for Pretoria's
attempted "detente'" with black Africa
and has hailed Vorster as the "voice of
reason for which Africa and the world
had waited." Zambia-whose copper
mines are worked in collaboration with
American. Rhodesian and South African capital--backed Senegal's resolution at the OAU calling for a ceasefire.
government of "national unity" and
withdrawal of all foreign troops from
Angola. Such an apparent gesture of
unity and conciliation is, in fact, a
demand that the MPLA give up its
battlefield victories at the conference
table.
At the OAU summit, Kaunda bemoaned the potential loss of the "lives of
millions of innocent Angolans," but in
fact this fake "anti-imperialist" would
happily countenance the slaughter of
the M PLA's plebeian supporters in
Luanda in order to secure access to the
Benguela railroad. the Atlantic Ocean
outlet for Zambian copper. While
Kaunda praised the Chinese line of
opposition to "intervention by superpowers." like the Maoist running dogs
his position means concrete support to
an imperialist victory in Angola.

Speaker: JOHN MASTERS
Central Committee Member,
Trotskyist League

OAU: Neo-Colonialist Den of
Thieves
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Donation $1
For further information call 366-4107
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Since its founding in 1963, the OAU
has preserved "African unity" by defending the artificial political boundaries created by the imperialist division of
the continent and maintaining diplomatic silence while member nations
ruthlessly suppress political. racial and
tribal minorities. As Azinna !'Jwafor

wrote of the OAU in his introduction to
George Pad more's Pan-Africanism or
Communism. its charter did no more
than "retrospectively ratify the Treaty of
Berlin of ISSS by which the continent
was shared out between thirteen European countries without anyone consulting African opinion."
In the name of "national unity," the
OA U apologiled for !': igeria's genocidal
slaughter of Ibo tribesmen in secessionist Biafra in 1967. The Organilation of
African "Unity" likewise backs the
Ethiopian generals in their dirty war
against Eritrean secessionist guerrillas.
It did not blink an eye at the mass
expUlsion of Asians from East African
countries or the massacre of tens of
thousands of Hutu tribesmen in Burundi in 1972-73.
In Field Marshal Idi Amin. the
capricious and megalomaniacal president of Lganda. the OAU has a
chairman who personifies the despotic
military rule that is the legacy of
European colonialism. After ordering
the brutal expulsion of SO,OOO Asians
and the assa~sil1ation of thumands of
his political and tribal opponenh. Amin
received aid from the SO\iet Union and
Libya. In recent months Uganda has
followed the pattern of Egypt's abrupt
break with the USSR and. behind
official neutrality. has tilted toward
support to the imperialist-led coalition
in Angola. With this sordid history.
Amin is hailed by the conservative hlack
nationalist Congress of Racial Equality
as "a true Pan-Africanist" and "one of
Africa's most vocal and progressive
leaders" (CORE MaKa::ine. Summer
1975). CORE. in turn. is now organizing
black U.S. veterans to fight as mercenaries with the South African-backed
Ui\'IT A in Angola.
The first post-independence leaders
of sub-Saharan Africa (Senghor, Toure,
!'Jkrumah. i\'yerere) propounded theories of "African socialism" which
denied the need for class struggle
because of the supposedly harmonious
nature of village society. Actually
representing the ideology of a weak
petty bourgeoisie striving to become a
ruling class through laying hold of the

colonial state apparatus, "African socialism" served as a mask to hide the
mmt virulent tribalism. nepotism and
naked repression of the working class.
When a handful of military officers
dfortlessly toppled the corrupt !'J krumah regime in Ghana in 1966 without
provoking the least popular resistance,
it had a powerful effect in debunking
these "theories" and turning many
young African militants toward an
examination of Marxism.
Pan-Africanism was a corollary of
"classless" African socialism. The
dream of a United States of Africa was
already badly tarnished by the appearance of 47 separate states. most of them
now ruled by former sergeants of the
colonial armies. and the failure of every
effort at federation. :"Jow. at its first real
test. the Organi7ation of African Unity
has split down the middle and by its
inaction actually served the interests of
U.S. imperialism and its white supremacist South African junior partner.
The success of U.S. and South'
African diplomacy has. with a little help
from Chairman Mao, removed for the
first time the OA U's ostensible single
point of political unity. At the same
time. the internationalization of the
Angolan conflict has polariled the
organi/ation between those states most
dependent on the U.S. and South Africa
and others, like oil-rich Nigeria and
Libya. which can maintain a verbally
militant opposition to the Portuguese
c%" and South African forces in
Angola. Even the pro-M PLA group is
no hloc of "progressive" regimes. Lefttalking nationalists like Samora Machel
arc allied with rightist officers in Ghana.
Sudan's anti-Communist hutcher i\;imelry and the military regIme in
Somalia whose Soviet aid has not
pre'. :nted the imprisonment of several
thousand leftists.
In the proxy war between the lJ.S.
and the Soviet LJnion. Marxists must
give military support to the Russian.
Cuban and ;;'1 PLA troops. But the
liberation of sub-Saharan Afnca docs
not depend on the foreign policy of the
Kremlin hureaueracy. which seeks only
the creation of friendly hOllrgcoi.1
regimes like that in Somalia. The Soviet
Union has repeated Iy ind icated its
willingness to accept a "transitional
government with the participation of
representatives of various movements."
With the eclipse of the F:\ LA and recent
conciliating gestures hy U:"JITA. the
possibility of an M PLA U i\' ITA coalition is not ruled out. But none of the
contending factions in Angola. singly or
in combination. can address the fundamental problems of poverty and social
ineljuality. Only the emergence of
Trotskyist workers parties particularly in South Africa, the industrial
powerhouse of the continent and the
profound social transformation of
African society by the revolutionary
victory of the proletariat supported by
the poor peasant masses can wrench
Africa from the grip of imperialism and
resolve the multiplicity of tribal and
ethnic rivalries which continually erupt
into genocidal contlicts .•
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South African troops "training near the Angolan border."
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MPLA ...

((,()l1fillll£'d/i'O//1 IJag£' 7)

OCCUr\ II1g army. \\ hilL the \1PI.A \\a,
still tn II1g to maintain the cOctiition
gO\ernnlLnl. Attn rereated cecl,dire,
and truces. in June the \1PIA (under
Pllrtugue'l' rrl,."ure) signed the :\akuru
aecord, \\ hicli calkd tor disanlllng the
reorlL\ committl'es. Hut odore th"
could oe accomrlished. lull-scalL ci\ il
war oroke out in luanda and the F:\ \.:'\
\\as driven out of the carital. \\ ith the
reork's committees rlaying a roIL in the
fighting.
Portuguese high commissioner l.ores
Cardoso. in re\ iewing the last months of
colonial rulL. attriouted tensions oetween U;\;ITA and the MPl.A to a "far
kft" in the M PLA armed forces. the
unions and the reople's committees. He
added: "the M PLA found it necessary to
create people's power and to maneuver
with the trade unions when the F;\iLA
was in Luanda in force .... then it lost
control of them. It hegan to tail after
them" (A LUla. 26 Decemher). Later. he
said. the M PLA tried to impose its
authority. In addition. the 23 Octooer
Le Jl()ncie reported that the people's
committees had heen dissolved and
reorganized under "politically con-

150,000 Madrid
Workers Strike
(continued/i'om page 4)
actually controls lower le\els of the
CNS structure in certain areas. When
the Franco regime permitted a certain
democratization of the syndicate elections last May-June. the Communist
Party was able to get its supporters
elected. In the key Barcelona SEAT
auto plant. for instance. more than gO
percent of the votes went to the
Stalinist-backed "alliance of worker
unity and democracy" slate.
Marxists do not refuse on principle to
work in fascist "unions" if this is the only
way to reach the workers and provide
leadership to their struggles. But if there
is a real possibility of enforcing a total
boycott and destroying these structures
of state control. as has existed in Spain
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,ciou, ekmen!'-." A II ot hl'r a rmcd
grours \\erc declared ilkgcl!.

From Liquidation to Political
Suicide
Whik rclu,ing to ,urr0rt ,lI1y 01 the
-oourgeoi, nation:lii,t lormatilln,
during the tllrel'-\\a~ rO\\er ,truggk 01
e,lr" and mid-Il)75 rointing out that
therc \\a, IHl LJualitatih' dl,tinction
ol't\\een thcm the Srartacist tendenL\
notl'd that unlike the 1·:\ I A and
l':\IIA. "the \1PIA dra\\'- i!'- rre'l'nt
,urr ort trom the masse, 01 uroan
di'rossessed. ,emi-rroktarians and
\\orking-class ekments" and thus an
F:\l.A l::\ITA \icton \\ould mean
"decimating. demorali/ing and disrersing the rleoeian mass which can form
the hasis lor a future inderendent
mo\ement of the working reorle."
Thndore. "while ne\er ceasing to
attack politically the treacherous
M PLA ILadershir" we recognized that
communists in Angola would hcne to oe
prerared to engage in erisodic"military
olocs, with the M PLA forces to defend
the rroletariat and poor." Hut we added:
rett~

"We recogni/t:. however. that should
communists in tht: course of this
struggle hegin to rally around their
program and leadership M PI.A supporters or especially to split a section of
the M PLA ranks away from their

for at least several years, then we must
attempt to do so. While the PCE has
managed to give the current strikes in
Madrid some protective coloration bv
working through the C;\;S. this will soo~
prove to be a rowerfullever in the hands
of the Francoist regime. which will usc
its control of the apparatus to regiment
the workers.
While the Stalinists talk of using "all
forms of struggle" to justify their
participation in the "vertical" syndicates. their real purpose is to ensure a
means for bureaucratic control should
the relatively unstructured workers
commissions escape from their control.
The same pattern emerged in Portugal
after the fall of the Salazar Caetano
dictatorship in 1974. The Portuguese
Communist Party (PCP) had established its influence in the lower In'els of
the "national syndicate" apparatus. and
soon after the April 25 coup it
engineered a purge of the Salazarist
elements and seized control of the now
"democratic" unions. These were joined
together in the Intersindicalfederation.
This hureaucratic arraratus carrying
over from the Salazar Caetano regime
made it possible for the PCP to stab the
May-June 1974 strike wave in the back.
using the Intersindical to recruit strikeoreakers and thugs to smash the
imrortant postal workers strikein.lune
1974. The present dramatic lack of labor
unity in Portugal. with many plants
hcl\ing two competing unions·-the
PCP-dominated ex-corporatist Intersindical unions and the "far left"intluenced workers commissions is the
result of the failure to destroy the
Salazarist vertical "unions." and a
major
roadblock
to
proletarian
re\ olution.
This common response to the question of corroratist syndicates demonstrates the fundamental identity of the
"soft .. Spanish and the "hard" Portuguese Stalinists. Both in their programs
of class-collaborationist alliances tying
the workers to a section of the bourgeoisie (whether it is the "enlightened"
capitalists or the "patriotic" officers)
and in their lahor policies aimed at
enforcing bureaucratic control of the
ranks. the goal of hoth these reformist
parties is to suppress proletarian re\olution. Only the formation of Trotskyist
parties in Spain and Portugal. capahle
of intersecting the mass strllggle~ of the
Iherian workers and prmiding a program of transitional demands. can
defeat the present Stalinist misleaders
and open the road to workers rule .•

huurl!l'UI' k.llkr,. thl'll thl' \11'1.:\
IllHIi~1 tllrn l)1l dill! '.II.1I!l'h .Itt.lL'1-. 11LH
l)llh thl' l'Ulllllllllli,h hl~t ;ihu II'> 1l\\1l
r.lll 1-.,,"
j'olln.\: .)/)uJ"/UCl/.I
lL'lllhl'r 1<)75

:\ll ..\5. Sl'P-

rhe l nited Secretariat mclJority sa\\
onl\. nne side 01 the ,tory:
it \\as olind tll
.
the hrllt,Ii rerressinn \\ hich the :\11'1:\
\\ould dlrl'Ct at al1\. socialist tenLieIlL"\.
\\ hich threatened to rolari/e its oase on
class lines. In rokmici/ing against the
rro-I-:\ LA "neutrcliity" 01 the rcJormist
American Socialist Workers Party.
leader 01 the USec minority, the
Mandclites' "Africa exrert" C. Gaoriel
writes that the "class-struggle tendency
... in the ranks of the MPLA. .. knows
that if the F:\ l.A reenters Luanda it will
be the first target of what Holden
[Roberto] called the 'cleanup of Communists· ... That is why. says Gabriel.
"the question of support for the M PLA
is decisive for the further growth of the
vanguard" (/lllercolllinelllal Press. 8
December 1975).
This
"class-struggle
tendency"
actually consisted of supporters of the
USec in Angola. The 24 April 1975
Inprecor glowingly announced that "a
small revolutionary Marxist nucleus has
been founded in Luanda around the
journal Rel'uluriiu Sucialista." It was
evidently quite careful to make clear
that it was not a rival to the M PLA:
"No. it is not yet another party cropping
up! It is only a journal. one that owes its
allegiance to the workers and is for the
workers." Although an editorial in the
September 1974 Rel'oluriio Socialista
does call for a "revolutionary party." it
purposefully avoids the crucial question
of whether this will involve a split from
the M PLA or can be done by and
through the nationalist organization.
Such shilly-shallying only reinforces
illusions spread by the M PLA. which
has periodically called for a "vanguard
party" since at least 1968!
The USec journal Africa in Struggle
(October 1975) reports of its supporters
in Angola that "against the ambiguous
response of the M PLA" they are
propagandizing for self-defense. supporting workers strikes. denouncing the
imperialist grip on the economy and
calling for socialist revolution. But if the
response of the M PLA was ever
ambiguous toward the "Trotskyists"
of
Rel'oluriio Socialista. it did
not remain so for long. In the same way
that the M PLA attacked striking dock
workers. in the same way that it tried to
disarm and disorganize the people's
committees. it turned on leftist militants
within its own ranks.
At the time of the reported
dissolution and reorganization of the
people's committees in late October.
some 20 leftist militants (apparently
mostly Maoists) were arrested. The 2
January Rouge (newspaper of the LCR.
French section of the USec) reports that
in Luanda the "Amilcar Cabral Committees" (CAC). linked to the Portuguese Maoist UDP. had played a
leading role in organizing neighborhood
committees and self-defense groups.
and had put a great deal of pressure on
the MPLA. !\iow with the deepening of
the war. the radio oroadcast speeches
against the "partisans of Trotsky and
Bakunin." MPLA leader Nito Alves
said that after the FNLA and UNITA
the next target should be the "leftists."
and the newspaper Poller Popular
("People's Power") was banned. Rouge
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indieatl', that "the (,·\C \\ere hru"en"
,lnd imrlles tl1<1t the Rn·i.i/lI\"!lO Sociali.\iii surrlHters \\eIT also eliminatl'd.1 he
,1ITl'sted militclllls \\ere derorted to
Portugal In :\nH'moer.
Commentll1g on these arrests. the 20
:\O\emhcr Red Ij{'d,h (nC\\srarcr 01
the I M(i. British seetlon 01 the l'Sl'C)
states: "I his Illo\e ckar" ,lttests to the
right\\clrd S\\ ing tor thc rctt~-oourgeois
:\eto current." Hut l\1arxish did not
nel'd tn \\ait for these arresh or a rereat
of the 1l)27 Shanghai massacre o~
:\l'to Angola's asriring Chiang Kalshek to determine the class character
or a nticirate the behcnior of the M P LA.
The rress of the Srartacist tendency has
rereatedly warned that Neto & Co.
would do exactly what they have now
done.
This is not a new problem. Already
during the 1920's Leon Trotsky. in
recogniling that the Chinese Communists should seek to win the best militants
away from the nationalist Kuomintang.
pointed to the crucial condition for a
successful struggle. "the principal instrument of proletarian policy: an
independent proletarian party which
fights under its own banner and never
permits its rolicy and organization to be
dissolved in the policy and organization
of other classes" (,The Chinese Revolution and the Theses of Comrade
Stalin." May 1927).
In the service of its capitulationist
policy of tailing after nonrevolutionary. anti-proletarian forces
the revisionist United Secretariat must
ignore and falsify this crucial lesson.
From Pablo's "entrism sui generis" into
the Stalinist and social-democratic
parties in the 1950's. to the Pabloist
USec's enthusiasm for the Algerian
FLN and Castro in the 1960's. to its
political surrort for the Angolan
M PLA today. the policy is the same as
Stalin's capitulation to Chiang in the
1920's. And as happened in Shanghai in
April 1927. political liquidation Jed to
physical liquidation of the cadres. Pablo
gave enthusiastic political support to
Mao while Mao was locking up the
Chinese Trotskyists: the USec gave
support to Castro while Castro jailed
Cuban Trotskyists. And now. despite
the USec's unambiguous political support for the Angolan M PLA. Neto
returns the favor ... by arresting the
leftists and expelling them from the
country!
Learn the lessons of history!.
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Kennedy ...

by British intelligence (M 1-6) which had
developed the "cult of secrecy" to a fine
art.

office of the presidency. and the recoil from the Kennedy-CIA-Mafia
connection.

(coflfifllledji'om page 5)

Governing the colonies was often a
messy business. Gi\en the barbarity of
the acts to be performed for British
imperialism in the colonies and the
upper-crust social status of the perpetrators. secrecy was an iron necessity. The
imperialist operatives- organi7ed as an
elite corps bound by the "old' school
tic" - slaughtered the "wogs" and
"fU71y-wu71ies." all in the name of a

Of course. Kennedy. the CIA and the
. Mafia arc not after all such strange
bedfellows. In the film "Godfather II." a
Mafia family goes to Havana shortly
before the Cuban revolution to survey
its vast holdings in gambling. prostitution. drugs and murder. The most farsighted arc disturbed by the atmosphere
of revolutionary ferment-with good
reason. as it turns out. Their gambling

secrecy itsclf.
Lik~ one of those science fiction
monsters which emerge from a slimy
hlack lagoon to rampage in the dead of
night. the CIA cannot hear e\cn the first
few rays of daylight. Secrecy is not a
commodity the CIA can do without.
~ew-found
annoyances
appear
e\erywhere. Y esterda y's I ihera I co liege
professor-informant could be fairly
certain of doing little clandestine favors
for the CIA without soiling his
tweedy image. 1\;0 longer. Foreign
governments which supply the CIA with
information are now a bit worried about
the association. Agents in the field arc
unsure what will be "leaked."
There can be no CIA without "special
operations." and the entire hourgeoisie
knows it. :'\I ot the Pike committee nor
the Church committee nor any "responsible" journalist has suggested that U.S.
imperialism should relinquish its covert
military arm. The fight is mer how soon
to clamp the lid on re\e1ations about the
CIA: McCone and Colby. Ford and
Kissinger say now. yesterday: the
liberals say not quite yet.
Cold-war liberals viewed the CIA as
an enlightened alternative to the conser\ative isolationism of Robert Taft and
the crude anti-communism of Joe
McCarthy and J. Edgar Hoover. Today.
the dispute over the CIA stems in large
part from different strategies for U.S.
imperialism. Some liberal ideologues
argue that the fight to nail down the
"third world" isn't worth the effort: they
would prefer instead t'o concentrate on
the ~ear East and Europe. Perhaps the
most "radical" proposal emanates from
an interesting article ("The CIA from
Beginning to End") by Gary Wills in the
22 January ;Vell' Yorf.; Rel'iell' o(Boo/.;s.
Wills wants to "abolish" the CIA- and
move the same functions into the State
. Departmen.tL

Legacy of Colonialism
The cult of secrecy and lack of
"parliamentary control" is inherent in
the CIA's purpose as an instrument of
U.S. imperial'ism. Wills' article points
out that the CIA was created out of the
Office of Strategic Services and tutored

ILWU ...
(COli f ill lied ./i·oll1

paRe 12)

(\\hich was eventually rammed through
after three membership votes).
In the recent election. Brown based
most of his unpopular campaign on
defending this \\eak-kneed capitulation
and attacking the class-struggle program of Gow and Keylor. At the
January 15 meeting the "leftist" Brown
e\en managed to come out temporarily
to the rig/ll of the pro-Bridges officials!
These fakers felt the pressure huilding
up for action against the employers and
decided to conciliate the memhership's
discontent. Bridges supporter t\lo~ley
introduced a substitute for the strike
motions already on the noor. proposing
that the Local strike \\ ithin a week if the
PMA did not respond "adequately." As
if this deliberate vagueness wasn't
enough to ensure that no serious action
would he taken. Mosley insisted in his
sreech that support from other ports
"\\ould not he necessary"! Temporarily
sei7ing the initiative hy calling for a
strike. the Bridges forces managed to
pass Mosley's motion and defeat a
proposal hy Gow and Keylor for an
elected strike committee.
The Bridges forces arc simply putting
on a facade of militancy while carefully
limiting their proposals to a\oid a real
class hattie. Most likely Bridges & Co.
will try to come back with a compromise
settlement to refurbish their image while
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mcn are small-time criminals.
t--

Cover-Up Continues
A few worms have crawled out of the
gigantic can and can be seen in all their
slimy detail. The bourgeois press is
uncomfortable with what has heen
uncovered. They have not written the
details of Kennedy's role in ordering the
Phoenix project. which tortured and
killed tens of thousands of Vietnamese
villagers. Instead they have written the
details of Kennedy's love life. Faced
with the sacred office of the presidency

~,'''''''*'~
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Marzani & Munsell

Black Star

Fidel Castro

A CIA B-26 bomber shot down during Bay of Pigs invasion in April 1961.
State Department claimed that Cuban air force pilots had rebelled. Kennedy
called off second air strike after CIA cover story was blown.

"civililing mission" and without losing
their status as gentlemen.
When the U.S. inherited the role of
chief imperialist roliceman at the end of
World \Var II. the CIA learned the style
of domestic aristocrat and foreign killer
from the British. Charged \\ ith safeguarding U.S. capitalism's glohal profits. the executi\e had to he free to act
without the restraints of domestic civil
custom. Wills is dead wrong in em isioning the possibility of a new. more
humane imperialism. The requirements
of imperialism in the period of its decay
arc certainh' no less s<l\age than those of
19th ccntur\ colonialism.
The CIA was de\e1oped as the secret
agency of an executi\ e wit h e\ er more
free-\\heeling power to conduct secret
\\ars. The construction of a political
infrastructure loyal to the president
a lone \\ as the hasis for a tendency for
structural honapartism. Hence the
de~ire for a ~acred ,\lira around the

houses and brothels, their pimps and
pushers were closed down just as surely
as the sugar industry was expropriated.
The film captures the community of
interest between the Mafia and U.S.
imperialism.
Sam Giancana does not own an old
school tic. but he docs have a considerable stake in capitalism: and as the
revelations of Kennedy-Mafia-CIA
links underscore, the "imperial presidency" has its uses for the Sam Giancanas. It is a small irony of history -which
obeys the higher laws of the class
.~truggle -that while the Kennedy administration was heating the drums for
its much-publici7ed "war on crime." the
CIA and Mafia were trying to assassinate Castro on orders from the president. Contrary to the pious indignation
of the liberals. it is not the White House
which is besmirched hv the Mafia tic-in.
Compared to the massive official
Murder. Inc. of the CIA. the Mafia hit-

grown inescapably into the office of
mass murder, the liberal press takes
refuge behind sex scandals. Newsweek
magazine is not atypical when, after
noting "the tale" of murder in the
Kennedy administration, it tells "a
sorrier tale-that a president of the U.S.
had for two years shared a girlfriend
with two reputed princelings of syndicated crime."
Since the CIA investigations began,
WV has insisted that their primary
function is to sanitize what has already
been exposed, provide the legislative
occasion for streamlining the spy
agency, and cover up the rest. The CIA
is not an organization that can be
reformed into civility by this or that
Senate committee. U.S. imperialism
demands secrecy and a license for
murder for its covert military political
instrument. Only the victorious proletarian revolution which destroys imperialism can abolish the CIA .•

avoiding a strike. which could easily get
out of control of the bureaucracy.
However. it is not beyond Bridges to
allow Local 10 to walk out alone and
then isolate it. in an attempt to permanenth wreck a maverick local.
Militants must make use of the strike
\ ote to mobili7e Coast-wide resistance
to P\1A. while a\oiding traps and
pitfalls laid by the Bridges regime. As in
the contract dispute last August. c1assstruggle militants in the Local are for a
strike in \\hich the memhership can
effectively implement a militant policy
and undercut the treachery of Bridges.
A strategy to \1 ill real gains must include
striking for the demand of a shorter
\\orkweek at no loss in pay. extending
the strike to include the entire West
Coast. and electing strike committees in
each rort to pnnide an a\enue for rankand-file control.
Seething unrest among the ranks was
also renected in the two-to-one memhership \ ote to reject the January 10
election returns. on the grounds that
oppositionists like Wing were excluded
from the ballot for political reasons and
the hallotting committee was appointed
instead of elected. This was essentIally a
healthy and supportahle rejection of
Bridges' undemocratic election procedures. As an unfortunate hy-product.
howe\er. the challenge puts into limbo
the memhership \ ote which repudiated
Larry Wing's rigged trial. The motion
also failed to set the time for new
elections. despite a motion from the last
executive hoard meeting to hold the

elections January 31.
Significantly. the Local meeting
voted to immediately register all remaining "B-men" into A status. This
was a direct slap at Bridges. whose
rotten 1975 contract allows B-men to he
moved up only through attrition!
Howe\Cr. such votes have been passed
before, only to he sabotaged by the
International in collusion with the
PMA.
The way forward for longshoremen is
clear: For a Coast-wide strike of the
IL WU to achie\e a sliding scale of hours
and \\ages. full union rights for all
members. and the defeat of all cutbacks!
:'\0 faith in the Bridges machine for an
elected strike committee. not another
1971 betra\al!.

more radical-minded doctors trulv
concerned with the social aspects of
their profession. But for most physicians. the Hippocratic oath is a vow of
hypocrisy incidental to the pursuit of
personal wealth. For them. malpractice
insurance is an encumhering financial
drain. For insurance companies and
\ulturous lawyers. malpractice claims
are hut a field of contention forsrlitting
the riches extorted directly or indirectly
from the \\orkers and the poor.
For the working class. hO\\c\er. no
"reform" of the malpractice s:- stem can
he satisfactory. Regardless of whether
the doctors succeed in their pressure
tactics to hold down increases in
malpractice rates or not. it is clear that
the cost of health care \\ill continue to
soar to the henefit of physicians.
insurance companies. pharmaceutical
houses and medical supply comranies.
\leall\\ hile. the "puhlic" hmpitals will
continuc to prO\ide ahysmal sen ice to
thc working class and poor. while the
\ast majority 01 medical \\orkers arc
paid stanation wages and subjected to
insane overwork in o\el'Cro\Hlcd.
under-equipped and rapidly deteriorating facilities.
Only the expropriation (\\ ithout
compen,ation) of the giant insurance
comranies and health-related industrics. and the complete sociali/ation of
medicine can open the road to adequate
health care. Thcse tasks will he accomplished not hy doctors. lawyers. corporate stockholder, or legislator,. hut hy
\ictorious \\ orkers re\ olution .•

Doctors Strike. • •
(collfifllled./i·oll1 {JaRe 3)
and suprortable as such. But it could
quickly he turned into an attack on the
general poruiation h\ demanding limitatiom on liahilit:- for medical malpractice damages. The doctors' long-range
goal i~ to reform tort hl\\ so ,IS to aholish
attorne:- contingency fces. eliminate all
"pain and sutTering" claims and generally restrict the standards for malpractice
suits. The main effect of this \\ill he to
sharply limit the right of 'Iggrie\ed
ratients to sue for hlatant negligence.
There is a gro\\ ing layer of younger.
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ILWU Local 10 Invalidates Election

for A West -Coast Longshore
Strikel
SA:\ FRAl\CISCO. January I~ San
Francisco Local 10 of the International
Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's
Union (ILWU) has voted merwhelmingly to strike within one week if the
employers' Pacific Maritime Association (PMA) goes through with its latest
attack on jobs and the pay guarantee.
This vote at least temporarily reverses
the recent series of demorali7ing defeats
suffered by longshoremen at the hands
of the PMA and the sellout Bridges
leadership of the ILWU. Howeycr. proBridges forces in the Local. forced into
this action in order to contain the
growing anger of the ranks. arc already preparing to sabotage its
implementation.
The discontent was quite clear at the
January 15 membership meeting. which
was attended by about 1.200. more than

~p.s

twice normal attendance for a regular
meeting. Recently announced changes
in the rules to qualify for Pay Guarantee
Plan (PGP) payments (requiring a
minimum of 200 hours per quarter
actually worked instead of merely being
available for work) will make collection
of the supposedly "guaranteed" pay
significantly more difficult for perhaps
as much as a quarter of the membership.
The changes ha\e already been openly
endorsed by Bridges. Members also
directed their anger at the Local 10
leadership over the January 10 elections. held in defiance of an executi\e
board decision. in which opponents of
the regime such as ex-President Larry
Wing were bureaucratically kept off the
ballot.
According to several members interviewed by 11 T later. calls for action

from the floor dominated the meeting
and forced Bridges' supporters onto the
defensi\e. One motion demanded rejection of the latest PGP qualification
changes. Stan Gow and Howard Keylor. Local 10 executive board members
who publish {ollgsiJore .Hilitant. a
class-struggle oppositional paper in the
Local. proposed as an amendment a
modified version of a motion passed by
the board last October. This motion had
called for a strike against PMA cutbacks. for the full PG P and for a "sliding
scale of hours with no loss in pay.
whereby all available work is divided
among all members." To avoid isolation. the Local was to have called on
other ports "to join us in solidarity."
Acti\e collusion by the Bridges bureaucracy and the shipping companies prevented implementation of this motion

and has allowed the PM A to cut two job
boards. reduce another by 250 men and
slash the PGP by as much as 40 percent
over the last six months. thus setting up
the membership for new attacks.
Another amendment was then made
by Archie Brown. chief spokesman for
Communist Party views in the Local.
which amounted to a postponement of
the whole matter to a special membership meeting in two weeks! Brown's
proposal was merely a continuation of
his position on the contract last August.
when he was against striking because of
the danger of sabotage by the Bridges
regime. Rather than serving to help
change that regime. his defeatist position reflected Brown's capitulation to
Bridges' rotten contract proposal
cOlltinllcd on page I I

Seize Union Office

Militant Pittsburgh Teachers' Strike
Defies Court Injunction
PITTSBURGH. January 14 The 45day walkout by 4.500 teachers. paraprotcssionals and
technical-clerical
workers here remains 90 percent effective despite the strikebreaking efforts of
the Board of Public Education (BPE).
an injunction against the strike and
court-imposed fines on the teachers'
union and on each individual striker.
During a mass rally yesterday. Pittsburgh Federation of Teachers (PFT)
president Albert Fondy pledged that no
striker would pay a fine. The fines
$25.000 plus SIO.OOO a day on the PFT
and SIOO a day on each of the striking
teachers were imposed by Common
Pleas Court judge Donald Ziegler after
the union defied the judge's January 3
injunction that attempted to force the
teachers back to work without a
contract and to prohibit picketing.
At the rally morc than 2.000 strikers
packed the Islam Grotto on Pittsburgh's
north side to hear Fondy's report on the
state of negotiations. (The meeting was
not held at the PFT hall because Judge
Ziegler had threatened to sei7e the union
headquarters if the fines were not paid.
A day later sheriffs deputies padlocked
the buIlding. and the PFT is now
negotiating to prevent the property
from being auctioned off!) Fondy\
assertions that "the courts aren't going
to end this strike" were well received by
the enthusiastic audience. who chanted
"no contract. no work" and defiantly
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jeered whenC\ er Ziegler's name was
mentioned.
The 1972 contract provided for wage
increases of only 3 percent a year. which
ha\e been more than eaten away by
intlation. The PFT initially asked for
\\age increases for teachers and other
profcssionab of S 1.300 to S3.500 this
year and additional raises from SI.400
to S2.500 by I September 1977. in a twoyear contract. The union also demanded
an immediate 15 percent wage increase
for
the
miserably
paid
paraprofessionals (teachers' aides) and
clerical workers. \\ hose pay a\erages
only S5.000 a year! The last offer by the
BPE for teachers was S 1.200 mer two
years. including a S700 increase that all
teachers who arc helO\\ top scale
(almost two thirds) arc entitled to
anyway.
The Board proposes to finance any
wage increase by cutting back personnel
and educational programs. It demanded
an increase in class sile of at least six
students and refused to even discuss the
union demand that unemployment
cO\erage be extended to all PFT
members. The BPE also wants to
sharply reduce the special reading and
counscling programs. which arc particularly important in working-class and
ghetto schools.
Following more than three weeks of
fruitless bargaining the Board went to
court. On Decemher n Judge Ziegler

Rally of 3,000 striking Pittsburgh teachers on January 13.
ordered marathon 14-hour daily negotiating sessions. promising that the
schools would reopen as scheduled on
January 5 following Christmas vacation. However. when it became clear
that no settlement would be reached.
Ziegler issued an injunction against the
strike. arguing that it constituted a
"clear and present danger or threat to
the health. safety or welfare of the
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public." The judge acted on the basis of
the 1970 Pennsylvania Public Employees Relations Act (Act 195) which
recognizes the right of public employees
to strike. exccl)/ if they endanger public
"health. safety or welfare."
The striking teacher~ were not
intimidated. Fondy's defiance of the
court ruling and his call for mass
COlli/filled (in flage
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